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The Project
The beautiful new home in Devizes, built from their own specialist design, is this family’s pride and joy and 
certainly with good reason. A labour of love constituting of aesthetic clean interiors and unique reclaimed oak 
frame, the purpose-built, open-plan, accessible home is also totally designed around their daughter. 

Through various avenues of DFG and private funding, the family have been able to construct a dream country 
home with their daughter’s needs at the forefront of considerations. 

The consequence of such provision for their daughter’s needs right now, but also for her future, will be peace 
of mind for her parents and a better quality of life for their daughter. The inclusion of full room covering XY (H) 
Hoist Systems downstairs, Through Floor Lift to access the upstairs with multi-room Hoist Systems to the 
accessible bathroom ensures that no area of the house is off limits to her, which makes the accessible house a 
true home for the whole family. 

When asked, the mother describes: 
“OpeMed provided a highly professional service throughout. They gave great pre-installation advice to ensure all or our 
daughter’s specialist equipment was seamlessly integrated within our home. All their work was finished to a very high 
standard, we couldn’t be more pleased with the quality of their work.”

Grand Design Home Creates Sanctuary for 
Devizes Family 



The Detail
Design and product placement is always very important. The needs 

and requirements of the family are taken into consideration to 

ensure they are fully supported. Please see below for our 

approach on each room:

    Bedroom to en-suite bathroom (1st Floor): Offering 

a simple solution, the OT200 Compact Ceiling Hoist was installed on Straight 
track over the bed with a 90° curve allowing their daughter to travel from her bed 

to bathroom seamlessly. With additional attention paid on track integration, the door 

frame was cut to perfectly allow the hoist to transition from one room to another 

whilst still allowing the two rooms to be entirely separate. The Bathroom included 

the Avero Height Adjustable Hydrotherapy Bath which featured the unique 

Neatfold system, cleverly utilising space by creating a changing platform over the 

bath. This system helps to reduce the number of transfers required making bathing a 

more enjoyable trouble-free experience for all. Finally, the bedroom also incorporated 

the Liberty Through Floor Lift allowing the family to transition their daughter in her 

wheelchair from downstairs by the push of a button.

    Playroom (GF): Ensuring maximum headroom and lifting 

height, the OT200 system was installed in a Flush XY (H) 
System configuration. This full room covering configuration 

allows their daughter to have access to all her toys and 

entertainment areas and ensures flexibility in the way the  

room can be future-proofed as their daughter and her 

needs evolve. 

       Changing Room/ bathroom (GF): With a simple Straight Track installed 

amongst the beams, the OT200 was affixed with a Wall Mounted Fixed Height 
Changing Table providing an easy-to-use and accessible room to change their 

daughter throughout the day whilst doubling as a downstairs bathroom for the whole 

family.
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1st Floor: En-suite bathroom with OT200 and Avero Hi-lo Bath

1st Floor: Curved Track from Bed to Bath with Through Floor Lift

Ground Floor: Straight Track with fixed height Changing Stretcher

Ground Floor: Room covering Flush XY System with OT200 in playroom

The Overhead Tracking System is available in 90° curves, 45° curves and Straight Track 
that all interlink together. These also work hand in hand with our XY (H) System that 
provides full room coverage. Read about our Overhead Ceiling Track Solutions by visiting: 
www.opemed.net/product/ceiling-track/

Find out more 90° Curved Track

45° Curved TrackStraight Track


